Since the property of being ^-abelian is defined by an identical relation, the class of those groups which satisfy this relation forms a variety. (The ^-abelian groups form a proper subset of this variety.) This result can then be restated in varietal terms. We use the notation var G to denote the smallest variety containing the group G. By 2IW53 we denote the smallest variety containing the varieties 21 and S3 as subclasses.
Theorem.
Let G be a p-abelian group of exponent pa, a =2:1. Then var G = var PVJvar Cp« with P a finite group of exponent p and Cp" the cyclic group of order p".
Conversely, if P is a finite group of exponent p and A is a finite abelian p-group, then the finite groups in var PUvar A are p-abelian.
The proof of this theorem depends on Theorem 1.3 of [2] which we state below without proof as "Proposition."
First we need to recall the definition of regularity and prove a few elementary lemmas. Definition 1. A finite £-group is called regular if for all a, bEG, (ab)p = apbpcp with c an element in the derived group of the group generated by a and b.
We have as an immediate consequence Lemma 1. If G is p-abelian, then G is regular.
Lemma 2. If G is a nonabelian p-abelian group, then G' (the derived group of G) has exponent p.
Proof. Since G is ^-abelian it follows that ap is central in G for all aEG (Theorem 1 (1.2) of [l]). Thus (a", b) = l for all a, bEG. But since G is regular it follows that (a, b)p = l for all a, bEG. Thus if Cf^I, G' has exponent p.
Remark. Clearly, if G is a regular £-group for which (G')p = 1, then G is ^-abelian. Thus p-abelian groups may be characterized by the conditions: (1) G is regular, (2) (G')p=l.
Before we state the Proposition we need to recall the definition of a basic group. Definition 2. A group G is called basic if G is critical (G is not contained in var {Aa} where {Aa} is the set of proper subgroups and factor groups of G) and var G is not the join of proper subvarieties.
Basic groups derive their importance from the fact that if G is a finite group, then var G is the join of {var 77*} where Ha are the finite basic groups in var G. Furthermore the number of basic groups in var G is finite and if the basic groups in var G all satisfy some identical relation, then G does as well.
Proposition.
Let G be a finite regular basic p-group. Then the exponent o/ G equals the exponent o/ G'.
Proof of Theorem.
Since G is a finite ^-group, it has some exponent, say p". Thus Cp<*Gvar G and all abelian basic groups in var G will have exponent dividing p". Hence Cpa will generate all abelian basic groups in var G.
If H is a nonabelian basic group in var G, then since H is ^-abelian it is regular with H' of exponent p. Then it follows from the proposition that H has exponent p. Thus the finitely many basic nonabelian finite groups in var G are of exponent p and their direct product P, is a finite group of exponent p. Hence var G = var PWvar Cp«.
Conversely, since P and 4 both satisfy the identical relation (xy)p = xpyp, then every group G in var PUvar 4 satisfies it as well. Now since P and 4 are finite p-groups, it follows that if G is finite, then G is a ^-group and thus G is ^-abelian.
